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In order to investigate the influence of initial pressures on the propagation

characteristics of gas explosion in roadway, the physical model of gas explosion

under different initial pressures in roadway is established by the fluid-structure

interaction algorithm of ANSYS/LS-DYNA. The pressure of shock wave, the rise

rate of pressure and the flame propagation velocity are analyzedwhen the initial

pressure is 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, and 0.12 MPa, respectively. The results reveal

that the maximum pressure of shock wave at the same position in the roadway

increases significantly with the increase of initial pressure, which presents a

quadratic function relationship. The time to reach the maximum pressure of

shock wave is extended comparatively. In addition, the maximum rise rate of

shock wave pressure increases with the increase of the initial pressure, which

means that the explosion hazard increases. The flame propagation velocity in

the roadway decreases linearly with the increase of initial pressure. When the

initial pressure increases by 0.01 MPa, the flame propagation speed will

decrease by 2.6%.
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1 Introduction

Coal is widely used as a raw material for various industries. The exploitation and

utilization of coal resources promotes economic development, but methane associated

with coal also brings serious hidden dangers to the safe production of coal mines. The

main component of mine gas is methane, which is usually regarded as the mine gas. The

major dynamic disasters caused by gas explosions in coal mine not only cause huge

economic loss but also affect the social contribution of coal industry production (Yu et al.,

2020). Gas explosion in coal mines is a series of rapid oxidation reactions caused by an

explosive mixture of methane and air under the excitation of an ignition source. The

research on the propagation characteristics of gas explosion by scholars mainly focused on

propagation laws, failure characteristics and influence factors, such as the explosion limits
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(Pio and Salzano, 2019; Huang et al., 2019a), explosion

overpressure (Ye et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2020), pressure rise

rate (Zhu et al., 2020), and explosion flame (Zheng K. et al., 2018;

Razus et al., 2010). The explosion limits of combustible gases

mixed with air are constants under certain conditions. But with

the change of environmental conditions, the parameters of mixed

gases and ignition types, the explosion limits are different (Li

et al., 2011). The effect of pressure rise on the explosion limits of

methane-air mixtures was experimentally investigated, which

found that the lower explosion limit of methane decreased

slightly at elevated pressures (Huang et al., 2019b). The

maximum explosion pressure and the maximum rise rate of

pressure are the essential safety parameters to describe the effect

of the explosion (Mitu and Brandes, 2015). It was found that in

explosions of quiescent mixtures, the maximum rise rate of

pressure was linear functions of total initial pressure, at

constant initial temperature and fuel/oxygen ratio (Razus

et al., 2007). According to the finite element analysis on the

combustion flame of premixed fuel and air, the increase of

premixed degree would significantly improve the combustion

reactivity of the mixture and make the flame move to the

boundary layer (Al-Malki, 2013).

The mechanism of the gas explosion is the result of the

combined action of the thermal explosion mechanism and the

chain reaction mechanism (Ye et al., 2013). Because many

transient and intermediate products are produced in the

development process of the explosion, the explosion process

is easily affected by external factors. At present, the influencing

factors of gas explosion were studied by the experimental

methods (Ye and Jia, 2014; Ye et al., 2017a), numerical

simulation (Yang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022), and

theoretical calculation (Cheng et al., 2017; Cheng et al.,

2021). In general, the influencing factors of gas explosions

are divided into two types: internal influencing factors and

external influencing factors. Internal factors include gas

concentration, initial pressure, initial temperature, and

ignition source, while external factors include the obstacles

and coal dust in the roadway, the construction form of the

roadway, and the size of the roadway, etc. The increase of

methane concentration causes a linear increase of the

maximum overpressure ratio, and the methane volume and

concentration both have a sensitive effect on the maximum

overpressure ratio and average overpressure rising rate (Gao

et al., 2021). When a gas explosion occurs in a confined space,

the peak overpressure caused by methane gas at stoichiometric

concentration is maximum (Li et al., 2021). The peak

overpressure, the maximum rise rate of pressure and the

deflagration index of combustible gas mixture increases with

the increase of initial pressure (Wang et al., 2019). The

overpressure evolution laws of methane explosion in

transversal pipe networks were experimentally studied, which

indicated that an overpressure rising region would be formed in

the transversal branch (Niu et al., 2019). Before the attenuation

of the shock wave, the increase of the initial temperature raises

the maximum explosion temperature, but decreases the peak

overpressure, the maximum combustion rate, and the

maximum gas velocity. However, the increase of the initial

pressure raises the peak overpressure and the maximum

combustion rate (Jiang et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2021). Both

the combustion duration and the flame development

duration increase with the increase of the initial pressure

and decrease with the increase of the initial temperature

(Cui et al., 2022). The influence of ignition position on the

overpressure characteristics of premixed methane-air

deflagration flame propagating in the pipe is significant

(Cheng and Wei 2014; Cheng et al., 2019). The mode of

pressure development depends on the ignition position,

which significantly affects the evolution of the flame

structure (Yang et al., 2021). When a gas explosion occurs in

the roadway of the coal mine, transportation equipment and

ventilation equipment are regarded as the most common

obstacles, which can accelerate the growth of flame and

overpressure and result in a more severe explosion disaster

(Wang et al., 2022). In addition, the shape, number, position,

and blocking ratio of the obstacles have different influences on

the gas explosion characteristics (Zheng L. et al., 2018; Luo

et al., 2021). The development velocity and turbulence intensity

of gas explosion shock wave in a closed pipe with different sizes

and different cross sectional shapes decreases with the increase

of pipeline diameter (Gao et al., 2015). It is crucial to predict

and measure the risk of coal mine production scientifically for

preventing gas explosion accidents and implementing mine

rescue strategies (Ye et al., 2017b).

In summary, the initial pressure, initial concentration, initial

temperature, the shape and location of the obstacle, and the

position and energy of the ignition source are the important

factors affecting the explosion characteristics. However, the

current research on the propagation characteristics of gas

explosions is basically based on the standard atmosphere

pressure. There are few studies on gas explosion and its

propagation characteristics when the initial pressure fluctuates

around standard atmospheric pressure. With the intensification

of the supply and demand relationship of coal resources, the coal

mining extended from ordinary depth coal mines to the plateau

coal mines and deep coal mines. However, the different mining

depths of the coal mine will cause the atmospheric pressure in the

mine roadway to increase (deep mining) or decrease (plateau

mining), which result that the atmospheric pressure in the mine

being higher or lower than the standard atmospheric pressure.

Different ventilationmethods in the coal mine (forced ventilation

or extraction ventilation) also cause the atmospheric pressure in

the coal roadway to fluctuate around the standard pressure.

Therefore, it is necessary to study the influence of different

initial pressures on gas explosion and its propagation

characteristics, the results can enrich explosion theory and

guide the safety production of plateau mining and deep mining.
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2 Establishmtne of gas explosion
calculation model

2.1 Mathematical model

2.1.1 Basic assumptions
The gas explosion is an extremely rapid chemical reaction

process that produces many instantaneous and intermediate

products during the explosion. In order to carry out

a reasonable and effective numerical calculation, it is assumed

that:

1) The gas explosion is a single-step reaction process, and the

intermediate products in the explosion process are ignored.

2) The gas in the roadway is evenly mixed with methane and air.

3) There is only a gas explosion heat source in the roadway.

4) The wall is smooth and adiabatic. The heat exchange between

the wall and the surrounding environment is not considered,

and the explosion energy absorbed by the plastic deformation

of the wall is ignored.

2.1.2 Basic governing equations
The shock wave of gas explosion in the roadway propagates

in the confined space, which satisfies the mass conservation

equation, energy conservation equation, momentum

conservation equation, and state equation in the Cartesian

coordinate system.

Mass conservation equation:
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State equation:

p � p(ρ, T) � ρRT, (4)

where x, y, and z are coordinate parameters; ρ is fluid density,

kg/m3; p is pressure, Pa; u, v, and w are the velocities in the three

coordinate directions respectively, m/s; t is time, s; T is

temperature, K; R is the gas constant; e is specific energy,

kJ/kg, e = [p + ρ(u2 + v2 + w2)]/(γ−1), where γ is the gas

index, a constant.

2.2 Physical model

2.2.1 Establishment of finite element model
According to the symmetry of the model, a 1/4 roadway gas

explosion model is established. The size of the model is 8 m in

length, 1 m in width, 2 m in height, and 1 m in the height of the

arch. The concentration of premixed gas filled in the roadway is

9.5%, and the ignition position is located at 0.8 m in the left

center. The physical model of the roadway is shown in Figure 1.

The model is established by 3D SOILD 164 solid element.

The boundary conditions are set as follows: the XY plane and YZ

plane are symmetrically constrained, and the other four planes

are set as non-reflecting boundaries. The mesh division affects

the accuracy of the numerical calculation, the finer the mesh

division, the more accurate the calculation result. In this paper,

the mesh is continuously refined during modeling to pursue

higher accuracy. It is found that when the mesh size is below

0.04 m, the simulation results don’t change with the mesh

refinement. Therefore, the mesh size is set as 0.04 m under

the condition of weighing the calculation time and calculation

accuracy. In the whole process of numerical simulation, the Euler

mesh can keep the calculation accuracy unchanged in each

iteration process, and the Lagrange mesh can accurately

describe the motion of structural boundaries. ALE (Arbitrary

Lagrange Euler) algorithm combines the advantages of Lagrange

mesh and Euler mesh, and can realize dynamic analysis of fluid-

structure interaction. Therefore, the Lagrange mesh is used for

surrounding rock and the Euler mesh is used for gas to better

simulate shock wave propagation and fluid flow process. The

model made fluid mesh coincide with solid mesh via keyword

*CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID. The finite element

model of the roadway after division is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.2 Material model
The air material model is described by the *MAT_NULL

material model and the *EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL linear

polynomial equation of state. The linear polynomial equation of

state is:

P0 � C0 + C1μ + C2μ
2 + C3μ

3 + (C4 + C5μ + C6μ
2)ρ0E, (5)

where P0 is initial pressure, Pa; μ is viscosity coefficient; C0~C6 is

the equation of state parameters; ρ0 is initial density, kg/m3; E is

the internal energy of the material, J/m3.

The explosion material model adopts

*MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN. The equation of state is

*EOS_JWL (Jones-Wilkins-Lee), which is related to the

explosion pressure as:

P � A(1 − ω

R1
)e−R1V + B(1 − ω

R2V
)e−R2V + ωE1

V
, (6)

where P is explosion pressure, Pa; V is relative volume, m3; E1 is

initial internal energy density, kJ/m3; parameters A, B, R1, R2 and
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ω are the material parameters determined for the explosion test.

The specific parameters of explosive materials are shown in

Table 1.

The surrounding rock material model adopts the nonlinear

plastic material model *MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC. The

relationship between the yield strength of the surrounding

rock and the loading strain rate is:

σy � [1 + ( _ε/C)1/p](σ0 + βEpεp,eff), (7)

where σy is the yield strength, MPa; β is the hardening parameter

of isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening, 0≤ β ≤1; _ε is the

strain rate; C and p are constants determined by the strain rate

properties of material; Ep is the plastic hardening modulus of the

rock, Ep = Etan E0/(E0 - Etan), Etan is the tangent modulus, εp,eff is

the effective plastic deformation of the rock. The specific

calculation parameters are shown in Table 2.

2.3 Validation of the model

Hou et al. (2009) used horizontal pipes of different lengths to

simulate gas explosion in coal mine roadways and analyzed the

FIGURE 1
The physical model of roadway.

FIGURE 2
The finite element model of roadway.

TABLE 1 Explosive material parameters.

ρ/(kg·m−3) V/(m·s−1) C-J/GPa A/GPa B/GPa R1 R2 ω

1,630 6,930 21 37.1 3.747 4.15 0.9 0.35
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change of gas explosion pressure in the pipeline. A full-scale

three-dimensional model of the experiment was established to

verify the validity of the digital model. The schematic diagram of

the verification model is shown in Figure 3. The pipe used in the

verification model is 159 mm in diameter, 10 mm in wall

thickness, 3.1 m in length, and filled with a 9.5% methane-air

mixture. The four pressure measuring points are located at 0.28,

0.74, 1.24, and 1.75 m from the ignition point. The pressure and

correlation error of each measuring point in the experiment and

simulation are shown in Table 3. The comparison results show

that the maximum error between the simulated value and

experimental value of peak overpressure at each measuring

point is 10.1%, and the minimum error is 8.06%. The reasons

(such as, why the simulated value was higher than the

experimental value) may be that the pipe is considered as

smooth and adiabatic during numerical simulation, so the

heat loss caused by the wall surface is ignored. The

correlation errors between the simulation and experimental

results are less than 11%. Therefore, the numerical model

used in this study is reasonable and the simulation results are

reliable.

2.4 Simulation scheme

The different ventilation methods (forced ventilation or

extraction ventilation) and different mining depths (plateau

coal mining or deep coal mining) in the coal mine cause the

atmospheric pressure in the mine roadway to fluctuate around

the standard atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the initial pressure

of gas explosion is set as 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, and 0.12 MPa in

this paper to investigate the propagation characteristics of gas

explosion. Dynamic monitoring of gas explosion parameters is

required in numerical calculation. Eight monitoring points from

A to H are arranged at the axis of the roadway. The distance

between each adjacent monitoring point is 1 m. The data

measurement points are shown in Figure 1. Combined with

the numerical simulation results of the propagation

TABLE 2 Surrounding rock material parameters.

ρ/(kg·m−3) E/GPa Pr σy/MPa Etan/GPa β C p FS VP

2,700 23 0.22 5.6 7.0 1.0 2.5 × 10–6 4.0 0.01 0

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of verification model.

TABLE 3 Comparison between simulation and experiment at different measuring points.

Monitoring points Experiment (MPa) Average (MPa) Simulation (MPa) Error (%)

1 0.204 0.186 0.201 8.06

0.204

0.151

2 0.357 0.338 0.371 9.76

0.343

0.315

3 0.634 0.661 0.708 7.11

0.667

0.683

4 0.540 0.557 0.613 10.1
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characteristics of gas explosion in the roadway, the shock wave

pressure, the rise rate of pressure, and flame propagation velocity

are analyzed when the initial pressure is 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, and

0.12 MPa, respectively, so as to obtain the influence of initial

pressure on gas explosion and its propagation characteristics in

roadway.

FIGURE 4
Cloud diagram of shock wave pressure propagation under different initial pressures. (A) P = 0.08 MPa. (B) P = 0.09 MPa. (C) P = 0.10 MPa.
(D) P = 0.11 MPa. (E) P = 0.12 MPa.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Influence of initial pressure on shock
wave pressure

The generation and propagation of shock waves in the

process of underground gas explosion bring a huge threat to

the coal production. Figure 4 shows the cloud diagram of shock

wave pressure propagation at 1.6 ms after gas explosion under

different initial pressures. After the gas explosion occurs in the

roadway, the shock wave spreads from the explosion source to

the periphery in a spherical shape. When the shock wave

propagating in the confined space contacts the roadway wall,

the reflected wave with strong energy is superimposed with the

shock wave, which rapidly increases the pressure and changes the

shape of the shock wave. According to the propagation distance

of the shock wave and the contact degree with the wall in

Figure 4, the propagation process of the shock wave slows

down with the increase of initial pressure, while the shock

wave pressure increases relatively. In order to quantitatively

study the relationship between initial pressure and shock wave

pressure, the pressure-time relationship curves of shock wave at

monitoring point C under different initial pressures are shown in

Figure 5. It can be found from Figure 5 that the explosive product

expands rapidly after ignition, and a strong wave front is rapidly

formed in the roadway and propagates outward, causing the

pressure at this point to rise rapidly and reach a peak value. The

pressure then drops rapidly and fluctuates to form a second peak

that eventually fluctuates around normal pressure levels.

According to the above data and curves, the variation

trend of shock wave pressure under five different initial

pressures is generally similar, but with the increase of

initial pressure, the peak pressure of shock wave increases

significantly. When the initial pressure is 0.08 MPa, the peak

pressure of shock wave is 0.73 MPa. When the initial pressure

is 0.12 MPa, the peak pressure of shock wave is 1.3 MPa, so the

value in initial pressure of 0.12 MPa is 78% higher than that in

the initial pressure of 0.08 MPa. As the initial pressure

increases, the number of reactant molecules per unit

volume increases, the molecular spacing decreases, the

effective collision probability increases, and the reaction

intensity increases.

The peak pressure and its arrival time at different initial

pressures are shown in Figure 6. When the initial pressure is 0.08,

0.09, 0.10, 0.11, and 0.12 MPa, the time to reach the peak pressure

is 7.6, 7.9, 8.3, 8.6, and 9.1 ms, respectively. The results show that

the increase of the initial pressure can prolong the time of the

shock wave pressure to reach the peak value. According to the

collision theory, the destruction rate of free radicals in the

collision is accelerated when the system pressure increases,

but effective collisions can only be generated when the

molecular bonds that collide are broken and then recombined

between atoms. Therefore, the increase of free radical destruction

rate caused by the increase of pressure has a great influence on

the reaction time due to the low reaction rate in the early stage of

the explosion. An overall decrease in the concentration of free

radicals capable of effective collisions in the reaction zone leads to

an increase in the initial reaction time of the explosion, which is

finally reflected in a slight increase in the time to reach the peak

pressure.

The peak pressure of the shock wave is an important index to

evaluate the intensity of gas explosion. Quantitative analysis of

the relationship between the peak pressure of the shock wave and

the initial pressure can obtain the fitting relationship:

Pmax � −185.7P2
0 + 50.5P0 − 2.1, (8)

FIGURE 5
The pressure-time curves of shock wave.

FIGURE 6
Peak pressure and its arrival time.
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where Pmax is the peak pressure, MPa; P0 is the initial

pressure, MPa.

3.2 Influence of initial pressure on
pressure rise rate of shock wave

The rise rate of explosion pressure is an index to measure the

speed of the gas explosion, which can be used to describe the

explosion intensity and evaluate the explosion danger. The

pressure rise rate of gas explosion can be obtained by

derivation of the pressure-time curve. The time-history curves

of the pressure rise rate of shock wave under different initial

pressures at monitoring point C are shown in Figure 7. It can be

obtained from Figure 7 that in the propagation process of gas

explosion, the pressure rise rate at point C increases rapidly to the

maximum value, then rapidly decreases to a negative value, and

finally tends to be stable in the fluctuation. From the curve of

pressure rise rate, the change process of the pressure rise rate and

the influence of the initial pressure on the pressure rise rate can

be obtained. With the increase of the initial pressure, the pressure

rise rate of the gas explosion increases gradually, and the time to

reach the maximum pressure rise rate also be prolonged.

According to monitoring point C, when the initial pressure is

0.08 MPa, the maximum pressure rise rate is 0.65 MPa/ms.

When the initial pressure is 0.12 MPa, the maximum pressure

rise rate is 1.17 MPa/ms, so the value in initial pressure of

0.12 MPa is 80% higher than that in the initial pressure of

0.08 MPa. Finally, it can be obtained that the intensity of gas

explosion increases with the increase of initial pressure, which

also means that the danger and destructiveness of gas explosion

become higher.

Through in-depth analysis of the data, the maximum

pressure rise rates of the eight monitoring points under

different initial pressures are obtained, which are shown in

Figure 8. It can be found from Figure 8 that the overall

change trend of the maximum pressure rise rate at each

measuring point under different initial pressures is same. It

first increases rapidly, then decreases slowly, and reaches a

peak at point C. Through the longitudinal comparison of the

maximum pressure rise rate of each monitoring point under

different initial pressures, the maximum rise rate of pressure at

the same position accelerates with the increase of initial pressure.

The comparison shows that the increment of the maximum

pressure rise rate at the same monitoring point increases with

every initial pressure increase of 0.01MPa, which means that the

maximum rise rate of pressure does not change linearly with the

initial pressure, and the risk of the gas explosion increases rapidly

with the increase of the initial pressure.

3.3 Influence of initial pressure on flame
propagation velocity

Gas explosion is a macroscopic nonlinear turbulent combustion

process with strong interaction between flame structure and

pressure wave. There is a very complex relationship between

flame wave and pressure wave. The gas volume fraction after gas

explosion can intuitively reflect the propagation characteristics of the

explosion flame. Figure 9 shows the cloud diagram of the flame

propagation position under different initial pressures after 2 ms of

the explosion. In Figure 9, the flame wave front moves forward in a

“finger-like” manner. The interior of the roadway can be divided

into the burned area, the burning area and the premixed area

according to the flame front. The comparison finds that with the

increase of the initial pressure, the flame propagation distance

gradually decreases simultaneously. It is ultimately reflected in

FIGURE 7
Rise rate of pressure. FIGURE 8

Maximum rise rate of pressure.
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the fact that the propagation velocity of the flame decreases with the

increase of the initial pressure.

The average velocity of flame propagation between point A

and point H is taken as the approximate flame propagation

velocity. The average velocity of flame propagation at different

initial pressures is shown in Figure 10. When the initial

pressure is 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, and 0.12 MPa, the flame

propagation velocity is 251, 244, 240, 234, and 225 m/s,

respectively. When the initial pressure increases by

0.01 MPa, the flame propagation velocity will decrease by

2.6%. According to Dalton’s law of partial pressure, the

partial pressure of gas increases with the increase of initial

pressure, which increases the gas mass per unit volume. The

increase in the number of gas molecules involved in the

reaction prolongs the time required for the reaction.

Although the increase of initial pressure decreases the

molecular spacing and increases the effective collision, the

simulation results show that the former factor plays a leading

role in the influence of flame propagation velocity. It can be

found comprehensively that the reaction time of gas becomes

longer with the increase of initial pressure, which is finally

reflected in the fact that the flame propagation velocity

decreases with the increase of initial pressure.

4 Conclusion

In order to explore the influence of initial pressures on the

propagation characteristics of gas explosions in roadway, the shock

wave pressure, the rise rate of pressure and the flame propagation

velocity of gas explosion under different initial pressures are

analyzed, and the conclusions are obtained as follows.

1) The maximum pressure of shock wave at the same position in

the roadway increases significantly with the increase of initial

pressure, which presents a quadratic function

relationship. The time to reach the maximum pressure of

shock wave is extended comparatively.

2) The maximum rise rate of shock wave pressure increases with

the increase of initial pressure, which means that the

explosion hazard increases.

3) The flame propagation velocity in roadway decreases linearly

with the increase of initial pressure. When the initial pressure

increases by 0.01 MPa, the flame propagation speed will

decrease by 2.6%.

FIGURE 9
Location of flame spread under different initial pressures. (A) P = 0.08 MPa. (B) P = 0.09 MPa. (C) P = 0.10 MPa. (D) P = 0.11 MPa.
(E) P = 0.12 MPa.

FIGURE 10
Flame propagation velocity.
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